ABSTRACT Weighted fractional Fourier transform-based hybrid carrier communication can be regarded as a combination of single-carrier communication and multicarrier communication, providing strong flexibility due to the changeable transform order. The hybrid carrier underwater acoustic communication based on the joint time-frequency domain equalization is proposed in this paper. With the time-domain equalization based on time reversal, multipath spreads of underwater acoustic channels can be greatly suppressed. Thus, the length of the required cycle prefix is shortened, improving the bandwidth efficiency. The residual intersymbol interference can be removed using frequency-domain equalization based on the minimum mean square error or zero force. The experimental results show that the optimal transform orders to achieve the best communication performance are different in different environments. Compared with the traditional frequency-domain equalization method, the proposed method performs better with respect to bit error rate and bandwidth efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Underwater acoustic (UWA) communication continues to be the most effective means to realize underwater information transmission and interaction because of a reduced attenuation of the acoustic wave compared with other signal carriers such as electromagnetic waves and light [1] . It is difficult to achieve bandwidth-efficient and reliable communication because UWA channels are regarded as one of the most challenging environments. These channels are characterized by large multipath spreads, a time-varying nature, severe Doppler effects, and limited bandwidth [2] - [4] .
Currently, multiple communication technologies have been introduced into UWA communication, among which orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and signal carrier frequency domain equalization (SC-FDE) are two research hotspots [5] - [6] . OFDM is a special multicarrier
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(MC) technology that modulates information in parallel on different subcarriers. In UWA channels, OFDM faces intersymbol interference (ISI) and inter-block interference (IBI) caused by the multipath.
OFDM primarily suppresses ISI using a simple frequencydomain equalizer [6] . By adding a cycle prefix (CP) with a length greater than the multipath delay to each symbol block, OFDM has the natural ability to suppress IBI [7] - [9] . There are two inherent challenges in OFDM. The first is the high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) [5] , [6] , which hinders the application of OFDM in remote communication. The second challenge is the severe Doppler effects in the UWA channels, which destroy the orthogonality among OFDM subcarriers, resulting in inter-subcarrier interference [3] , [4] - [10] . SC-FDE is regarded as a potential alternative to OFDM [5] , [11] - [13] . Like OFDM, SC-FDE performs equalization in the frequency domain and can be implemented using FFT.
Single-carrier modulation, however, has a better peakto-average power ratio than OFDM unless the latter has some form of preprocessing; indeed, discrete Fourier transform precoded OFDM can be viewed as a form of singlecarrier modulation [14] . OFDM and SC-FDE are very similar in structure, and both need to perform FFT and IFFT on the transmitter or receiver. Mei et al. proposed a hybrid carrier (HC) system based on weighted fractional Fourier transform (WFRFT) [15] - [18] . The system combines MC and SC to modulate information onto a two-dimensional time-frequency plane, which not only has a compromising performance in many aspects, such as spectral efficiency, PAPR, energy efficiency and theoretical bit error rate (BER) [19] , but also outperforms MC and SC with narrowband interference [20] or over doubly selective fading channels [18] - [21] , [22] . Strong flexibility is another advantage of the WFRFT and HC scheme. This scheme can be used as a bridge between MC and SC and can flexibly switch communication systems according to different channel environments to adapt to diverse marine environments and communication needs. However, the studies of the HC scheme currently only include a few theoretical analyses and simulations for UWA channels [23] , [24] , and there are few experimental verifications.
This paper proposes a HC underwater acoustic communication scheme with joint time-frequency domain equalization. In the time domain, a TR method [25] - [27] is applied in a whole frame to suppress ISI and reduce the CP length needed by the system, which has recently proved to be effective for OFDM [9] - [28] and SC-FDE [11] . In this study, after TR processing, a HC signal model is derived, in which IBI still exists because a TR channel is not an ideal delta function. Thus, in the next step, a frequency domain equalizer based on the minimum mean square error (MMSE) or zero forcing (ZF) is employed in every symbol block to remove the IBI. In theory, ISI and IBI can be completely suppressed and bandwidth utilization can be effectively improved after joint time-frequency domain equalization. The experimental results show that the optimal fractional orders to achieve the best communication performance are different under different channel environments. Furthermore, the HC scheme in this study performed better than the traditional HC scheme based on frequency domain equalization.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The basic theory of HC communication systems is given in Section II. The characteristics of HC underwater acoustic communication are described in Section III. The equalization scheme is proposed in Section IV. The experimental results are presented in Section V, and this paper ends with concluding remarks in Section VI.
II. BASIC THEORY OF THE HC COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
A. WFRFT An α-order WFRFT is defined as a linear summation of the discrete time signals x (n) and its discrete Fourier transform (DFT) X (n). In particular, 4-WFRFT is expressed as
where x (−n) and X (−n) are the reversed forms of x (n) and X (n). The Fourier transform has a period of 4; thus, the WFRFT of a discrete signal is also a weight summation of its multiple Fourier transforms. Equation (1) can also be expressed as
where X q (q = 1, 2, 3) represents the result of performing a q-time Fourier transform on X 0 . The weighted parameters are denoted by
where q = 0, 1, 2, 3. According to (3), w q (α) also has a period of 4, and thus, the real number α is often chosen in the interval [−2, 2) or [0, 4). The ± of exp [·] in (3) denotes a pair of conjugated WFRFT weighting coefficients, which have the same real part and converse imaginary part. Although the two w q (α) coefficients are different for one α, they have the same modulus value. The common choice is the +. In addition, the WFRFT matrix W α is obtained according to (2) and (3), as follows: (4) where the shift matrix is defined by
I represents the identity matrix, the normalized 
B. HC COMMUNICATION SYSTEM BASED ON WFRFT
The WFRFT of the data sequence is defined using DFT, and the FFT algorithm can be used in the physical implementation. The FFT and IFFT modules are also included in the OFDM and SC-FDE systems. In Fig. 1 shown that the largest difference between the two systems is the location of the IFFT module. In the OFDM system, an IFFT module is placed in the transmitter for modulating data on parallel subcarriers. In the SC-FDE system, an IFFT module is placed in the receiver for converting the signal after the FDE to the time domain. As shown in the appendix, DFT and inverse DFT (IDFT) using the normalized definition are equivalent in value, with only an inverse in the symbol order. Therefore, using a DFT/IDFT module at the transmitter can be regarded as a basis for judging whether the system is in OFDM modulation or SC modulation. Application of WFRFT to the communication systems results in the physical implementation flow shown in Fig. 2 . An information sequence is serially converted and then entered into four branches for processing. The weighting coefficients of the four branches are w 0 , w 1 , w 2 and w 3 . Among them, the branches of w 0 and w 2 do not have a DFT module, corresponding to the SC structure. In the w 1 and w 3 branches, the data pass through a DFT module before the weighting operation, corresponding to the OFDM structure. Therefore, performing WFRFT with four weights on the sequence effectively performs SC and MC modulation simultaneously, i.e., HC modulation.
III. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HC COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
For communication systems, the choice of SC or OFDM is currently a hot topic. The reason is that the two modulation methods have very different characteristics. The OFDM system has the inherent ability to resist multipath interference from UWA channels, and its spectrum utilization is high. However, the OFDM system also has a high PAPR and is greatly affected by the frequency offset. The SC system avoids the problem of high PAPR encountered with OFDM and is less affected by frequency offset. However, the SC system is susceptible to multipath interference. The characteristics of the two modulations are opposite one another. HC is a fusion of SC and OFDM, with the characteristics of both systems, such that the advantages of each system complement those of the other.
In a WFRFT-based HC scheme, the system properties are determined by α. When α=1, the HC system is simplified to an OFDM system. When α = 0, the HC system is simplified to an SC system. When α is between (0,1), the HC system fuses the OFDM and SC systems, and the value of α determines how much of the each system is included. Due to the diversity of UWA channels, it is difficult to guarantee communication quality in all environments with a single communication system. The flexible adjustment of HC to VOLUME 7, 2019 each system is an effective solution to the diversity of UWA channels.
In the following, the characteristics of HC will be explained from two aspects: PAPR and bit energy distribution.
1) PAPR
PAPR refers to the ratio of the peak power to the average power of a signal. A major problem with a large PAPR is that the power amplifier operates in a nonlinear region, resulting in power back-off and distortion of the signal. At the same time, because of the accuracy limitations of D/A and A/D converters, a larger PAPR leads to larger quantization errors (noise), which in turn lead to a reduction in the signal to noise ratio (SNR). The PAPR of a discrete sequence is defined as
where P max represents the peak power of the signal, P average represents the average power of the signal, and x n represents the discrete signal sequence. The PAPR of the passband signal is approximately twice that of the baseband signal.
The complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) is the most commonly used measure of the signal PAPR, defined as the probability that the signal envelope exceeds a certain PAPR threshold.
where PAPR [x n ] is the PAPR of signal x n and δ is a given PAPR threshold. The HC signal contains components modulated by OFDM; therefore, there is the problem of a high PAPR. However, since the HC signal also contains components of SC modulation, the PAPR should be lower than that with OFDM alone. That is, the PAPR of the HC signal should be between that of SC and OFDM. Fig. 3 shows a comparison of the PAPR between OFDM and HC signals. The simulation uses 128-point DFT, which counts 10,000 times, and the baseband is QPSK-modulated data. The abscissa PAPR 0 is the preset threshold, and the ordinate is the probability that each system's PAPR is greater than the threshold PAPR 0 . It can be seen from the simulation results that the statistical PAPR of the HC signal is smaller than that of the OFDM signal, and its value is related to α. The smaller the value of α, the more SC components in the HC, and the smaller the statistical PAPR. In an actual UWA communication system, α can be used to adjust the PAPR of the signal to suit diverse communication environments.
2) BIT ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
The bit energy time-frequency distributions of SC, MC and HC systems are shown in Fig. 4 . The SC system is a time division system in which the energy of certain bits is transmitted in each time slot, and the energy of all the information bits is distributed in the same bandwidth. The MC system is a frequency division system in which the energy of certain bits is transmitted in separate sub-bands, and the energy of all information bits is distributed over the same time period. From the time-frequency distribution of the bit energy, the SC system and MC system are symmetrical. The difference in performance between the two in different environments depends mainly on the influence of the channel on the bit energy. For example, the MC is greatly affected by the carrier frequency offset, and the SC system is greatly affected by the multipath interference. Compared with the one-dimensional energy distribution of SC and MC, the bit energy is distributed on the ''two-dimensional'' time-frequency plane in the HC system as shown in Figs. 4 (c) and (d), and the distribution characteristics are controlled by the order α of WFRFT. This approach avoids the performance disadvantage of a single energy distribution. This characteristic can also be found in other waveforms. In the generalized frequency division multiplexing system [29] , multiple sub-symbols are carried on one subcarrier to provide robustness against the doubly selective fading channels and synchronization errors [30] , [31] . The advantages of the HC system are summarized as follows:
1) Flexible adjustment of waveform and PAPR according to the order of the WFRFT. 2) Two-dimensional energy distribution to avoid the performance disadvantage from a one-dimensional energy distribution. 3) Flexible choice between OFDM and SC to achieve optimal performance in different channel environments.
IV. EQUALIZATION FOR HC UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC COMMUNICATION A. FREQUENCY DOMAIN EQUALIZATION
The WFRFT-based HC system fuses SC and MC using the identity matrix (or the shift matrix) and the Fourier matrix (or inverse Fourier matrix) in the WFRFT definition. An HC underwater acoustic communication framework based on FDE is shown in Fig. 5 . Due to the serious multipath effect in UWA channels, the communication signal is susceptible to IBI and ISI, and the decoding performance is seriously degraded. Therefore, equalization is an indispensable part of the HC system. First, WFRFT of order −α is performed at the transmitter. According to (6) ,
From (10), the WFRFT of order −α is equivalent to the WFRFT of order 1−α and then performs an inverse Fourier transform. From the perspective of the communication system, the HC system is equivalent to a WFRFT precoded OFDM system with a precoding matrix W 1−α .
In an HC system, the IBI caused by a UWA channel is suppressed by CP, and the channel matrix is converted to a cyclic matrix. Therefore, the channel matrix can be diagonalized by the Fourier transform matrix as follows:
where f i,i = λ i (i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1) are the eigenvalues of the channel matrix H. The other elements of f are 0. In this way, a simple linear FDE can be solved for either SC, OFDM or HC. If s and x are the transmitted signal vector and the equalized signal vector, respectively, then
where v represents additive white Gaussian noise.
For ZF equalization,
For MMSE equalization,
where γ is the SNR of the received signal. Assume that f is known and can be estimated using pilot sequences in an actual communication system. The ZF algorithm has low computational complexity and is easy to implement. It can theoretically completely eliminate ISI without considering channel noise. However, in the actual environment, when f is small, the interference noise is amplified, and the system performance is greatly reduced; thus, the equalization performance is not optimal. For the MMSE algorithm, even if f is small and the channel has a deep fading point, it does not greatly amplify the noise. However, this also means that the MMSE is affected by noise during the equalization process, and the signal is not completely recovered without distortion. Fig. 6 depicts a block diagram of an HC system based on M-element joint processing. A TR-based HC system is shown in (a), and a conventional single-input multiple-output (SIMO) HC system is shown in (b). The primary difference between TR-HC and SIMO-HC is how the received multielement signals are processed. In the conventional SIMO-HC, the received multielement are separately demodulated before the joint processing, but the multielement received signals in the TR-HC are jointly processed and then demodulated. In Fig. 6(a) , s (n) denotes the raw data, u (n) is a WFRFT modulated HC signal, y m (n) is the signal received by the m-th element, v m is the additive white Gaussian noise of the m-th element, y (n) is the jointly processed signal, and r (n) andŝ (n) are the input and the output of the WFRFT demodulation, respectively.
B. TIME DOMAIN EQUALIZATION
In a linear time-invariant UWA channel, the channel impulse response can be expressed as 
where the Q × N matrix T cp and the N × N matrix W −α represent the operations of the CP insertion and the −α order WFRFT, respectively. The matrix T cp is expressed as
. At the receiver, the received signal is first subjected to joint processing by TR. After the processing of TR,
where ⊗ represents the linear convolution. Since the channel is linear and time invariant, y m (n) = u (n) ⊗ h m (n) + v m (n). Therefore, the relationship between y (n) and u (n) can be expressed as
The TR-HC system at this time is equivalent to a single-input single-output HC system in which the TR channel is
The noise term is
Examination of (19) shows that the time range of the TR channel is [−L h , L h ]; therefore, its maximum order is L q = 2L h , which is double that of h m . After the time reversal, y (n) is first delayed by τ to yield r (n) = y (n − τ ) which, as per (15) , is given by
where c (l) = q (l − τ ) is a delay version of the TR channel with the same order L c = L q = 2L h and
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. After α order WFRFT,ŝ (n) can be obtained asŝ
where the signal vectorŝ (i) = ŝ (iN ) , . . . ,ŝ (iN +N −1)
T . The N × Q matrix R cp = 0 N ×L p I N represents the operation of discarding the CP. According to (17) (22) and (21), the data model for TR-HC can be obtained aŝ (23) where for l = 0, 1, −1, the Q × Q matrices C l are defined to have the (p, q)th entry [C l ] p,q = c (lQ + p − q), and
T ) denotes the additive noise vector.
C. TIME-FREQUENCY DOMAIN JOINT EQUALIZATION
In the previous section, we proposed a TR-based HC time domain equalization method. According to the model in (23), after TR processing, the current symbol block s (i) continues to receive interference from the previous symbol block s (i − 1) and the next symbol block s (i + 1) due to the influence of the TR channel c (l). In this section, we propose an HC equalization method based on the combination of time and frequency domains according to the analysis of the TR equalization performance.
1) THE IDEAL TR CHANNEL
The ideal TR channel is considered a delta function and has a single impulse centered at l = 0, i.e.,
In this case, C 1 = 0 and C −1 = 0. Then, (23) can be simplified toŝ
It can be seen that IBI and ISI no longer exist in (25) . In an HC system, there are two purposes for using CP: The first is to eliminate IBI, i.e., the CP length must be greater than the length of the multipath delay. The second purpose is to convert linear convolution into circular convolution so that the channel matrix can be Fourier diagonalized, thus eliminating ISI by low-complexity frequency domain equalization. However, from the previous analysis, in the ideal case, IBI and ISI can be completely eliminated by TR; therefore, the communication system no longer needs CP, and there is no need for an FDE. Equation (25) is further simplified tô
At this point, s (i) can be easily estimated.
2) THE ACTUAL TR CHANNEL
The ideal TR channel exhibits an improvement in band utilization and communication performance. However, the actual TR channel is not a delta function. Fig. 7 shows the actual TR channel, and M is the number of elements used. To measure the similarity between the actual TR channel and the ideal TR channel, two indicators need to be considered. The first indicator is the main side lobe ratio, and the second is the main lobe width. In Fig. 7 , the larger the M value, the smaller the ratio of main lobe to side lobe and the smaller the width of main lobe, the closer the actual TR channel is to the ideal TR channel. When the UWA channel is time varying, the channels estimated by the training sequence does not match the actual channels as time goes on. This mismatch between the estimated and actual channels will decrease the quality of TR channel and introduce additional distortion.
In Fig. 7 , the actual TR channel is divided into three parts: before 0, 0 and after 0. The channel before time 0 causes interference to the previous symbol block, and the channel after time 0 causes interference to the next symbol block. That is, C 1 and C −1 in (23) are not zero, s (i) is interfered by s (i − 1) and s (i + 1), and the system still must eliminate IBI by adding CP. However, for the case where M = 1, the main interference energy is concentrated in the large rectangular frame and for the case where M = 5, the main interference energy is concentrated in the small rectangular frame. The length of CP must only be greater than the length of the rectangular frame to eliminate the IBI, which is much smaller than the length of the actual UWA channel. Therefore, in the actual environment, TR processing shortens the CP length required by the system and improves the frequency band utilization. In the ideal TR channel, the ISI no longer exists, and the block information can be directly obtained by a simple detector. However, this does not hold true in the actual TR channel. The side lobe contributes some ISI to the received signal.
Based on the above analysis, to achieve the compression of CP length and eliminate IBI and ISI simultaneously, we propose an HC equalization method based on the time-frequency domain. The idea of this method is to first perform TR processing on a whole frame signal. Subsequently, most ISI can be eliminated, and IBI can be completely eliminated from the use of CP. The data of each symbol block are then subjected to FDE processing to remove residual ISI. Fig. 8 depicts a block diagram of an HC underwater acoustic communication system with time-frequency domain joint equalization. At the transmitter, the original signal is first modulated by WFRFT and processed by adding CP, expressed as (16) . After the TR processing at the receiver, the signal is expressed aŝ
If the TR channel is not ideal, the CP must be sufficiently long. By choosing τ = L p /2 such that c (l) = 0 for l < 0 or l > L p , it can be verified that R cp C 1 = 0 and C −1 = 0. The signal at this time can be considered to be free of IBI. However, for symbols in each block, the effects of the TR channel cannot be ignored, and the presence of side lobes causes each symbol to be interfered by the previous and subsequent symbols. At this time, the signal without IBI is expressed aŝ
Since C 0 is not a delta function, ISI remains inŝ (i). The channel matrix can be diagonalized by the Fourier transform matrix:
where f i,i = λ i (i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1) is the eigenvalue of the channel matrix C 0 . The other elements of f are 0. After FDE and α − 1 order WFRFT, the signal can be expressed as follows (for concise representation, R cp and T cp are ignored):
where D is a FDE matrix in (13) or (14) . After TR and FDE (TR-FDE), IBI and ISI can be completely eliminated in theory. surface. The sampling rate of the transmitted signal was 48 kHz, and the frequency band range was 9-15 kHz. QPSK mapping was adopted. The transmission signal frame structure is shown in Fig. 10 . The design of the transmission signal is shown in Fig. 11 . The signals with different WFRFT orders of 1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4, 0.2, and 0 are shown in Fig. 11(a) . The length of CP is 1/4 of the length of the symbol block (the block length is approximately 0.34 s). The signals with different CP lengths for WFRFT orders of 0, 0.5 and 1 are shown in Fig. 11(b) . The CP lengths are 1/8, 1/16 and 1/64 of the block length. The channel impulse response measured using LFM signals received by element-1 and element-4 are shown in Fig. 12 . These results show that the UWA channels of the pool are complex, there are many paths of arrival, and the maximum delay is approximately 40 ms.
The BER after a single-element FDE is shown in Fig. 13 . In general, the MMSE algorithm is superior to the ZF algorithm. Different WFRFT modulation orders have different BER, indicating that the HC systems modulated by different orders have adapt differently in the same channel environment. In special cases, when α = 0, the HC system can be regarded as an SC system, and when α = 1, the HC system can be regarded as an OFDM system. The BER of the SC system in Fig. 13(a) is smaller than that of the OFDM system. From Figs. 13(a) and (b) , the optimal orders are 0.4 and 0.8 (indicated by the arrow). The statistical law of the FDE-MMSE under different modulation orders of different SNR are illustrated in Figs. 13(c) and (d) . The optimal orders are different under different SNRs. At a high SNR, the optimal orders are 0.4 and 0.8. At a low SNR, the optimal orders are both 1. Therefore, in different channel environments, the SC system, the OFDM system, and the HC system have different adaptive capabilities. Due to the variety of UWA channels, the optimal communication system can be selected according to the different environments.
The BER after TR-FDE treatment is shown in Fig. 14. In Fig. 14(a) , the TR of four elements is presented, and in Fig. 14(b) , the TR of eight elements is shown. Different WFRFT modulation orders still have different BER. The optimal order in both cases is 0, indicating that the decoding performance of the SC system is the best. After TR processing, the performances of the MMSE and ZF algorithms are similar. In general, the effects of the 8-element TR-FDE is better than that of the 4-element TR-FDE, which is better than a single-element FDE. Figs. 14(c) and (d) show the statistical law of the TR-FDE-MMSE under different SNRs from Figs. 14(a) and(b), respectively.
The data show that after the TR-FDE of 8 elements, even at a low SNR, the optimal order (α = 0) maintains excellent decoding performance. As shown in Fig. 15 , after the 4-element TR-FDE, the channel impulse response continues to exhibit larger side lobes (indicated by the arrows), while after the 8-element TR-FDE, the side lobes are greatly reduced, which is one of the reasons why 8-element decoding performance is better than 4-element decoding performance.
The use of multielement TR can compress multipath expansion, which greatly reduces the length of CP needed to suppress IBI. For example, in the case of Fig. 13 , the CP of 1/4 block length is approximately 85 ms, which is larger than the maximum multipath delay; thus, the IBI problem can be ignored. To verify the ability of TR-FDE to shorten the CP length, the signal shown in Fig. 11(b) was sent. The BER is shown in Fig. 16 . For the single-element FDE-MMSE, the decoding performance is greatly affected by the length of CP. The shorter the length of CP, the higher the BER is. For TR-FDE, the decoding BER remains at a low level when the CP length changes. Therefore, the effect of TR-FDE in shortening the length of CP is very obvious.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a HC scheme with joint time-frequency domain equalization for UWA channels is proposed. In theory, ISI and IBI can be completely suppressed and the bandwidth utilization can be effectively improved after joint equalization. The experimental results show that the HC scheme in this paper performs better than the traditional HC scheme based on frequency domain equalization. And the optimal order is different in different channels and equalization modes. In practical applications, the receiver can determine the optimal modulation order by comprehensively considering the communication rate, energy utilization and other aspects according to the received test signal. Then this optimal modulation order is feedbacked to the transmitter. This cooperative communication scheme will be further studied in the future.
APPENDICES
For a square integrable function, the normalized Fourier transform is defined as
Its inverse transformation is
where F denotes the Fourier transform operator and F −1 denotes the inverse Fourier transform operator. The relationship between the angular frequency ω and the frequency variable f is as follows:
Equivalent to (31) and for (32), the Fourier transform with frequency f as variable is
The Fourier transform in the form of a normalized definition has the following time-frequency relationship:
or 
